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SM series
Wire wound chip resistor
Power: 1/2W ~4W, Resistance: 0.1Ω - 1K2Ω
Tolerance: 0.5%-5%,T.C.R:15ppm/℃-300 ppm/℃
Options:
Optionⅰ: inductive or non-inductive
Optionⅱ: general or customized type
Option iii:Custom designed by consumers.
Option iii:Low heat electromotive force (EMF)
designed.

To enforce loading capacity and reliability can be
conquered by selected high-grade materials and
processing. Adopted high performance resistance
wires, special encapsulating materials and strict
manufacturing technique, the products extrude its
superior stability and surge suppression safety.
Heatproof, moisture-proof, anti-flame, large current
loading, low temperature coefficient and high
precision, widely use for instrument, communication,
special power supply and diverse electronic
equipment.

Application:
1.*Rated voltage:E =√PR, Suggested rated voltage on design is not exceeding the
maximum rated voltage, widening the rated voltage on design, for example rated voltage
multiplied by 0.7.

2. Rated power: It means the allowed maximum consumption at a certain temperature.
It fingered to the rated power at the ambient temperature at 70°C in normally. Please
considering to decrease the loading resistance refer to the ‘power-decreasing
curve’ if the ambient temperature is exceeded 70°C . Please see in appendix.
3.Inductance: It would generate inductance when it wound in single direction, on
the contrary, the inductance will be canceled out if wound in interactively. It can be
customized on demanding by the clients.
4. Pulse safety ability: normal wire wound chip resistor supplied excellent loading
capacity, it exceeded the loading capacity of the filmed resistors, equivalent to
improved 25% loading efficiency versus the filmed resistors.
5. overloading characteristics: wire wound chip resistor having ‘short time
overloading characteristics’ of withstanding 2.5 multiples rated voltage within 2s.
Pulse safety ability depends on resistors’ dimensions and resistance. It can be
customized by customer’ s particular requests.
6.Anti-lightening protection: It can be customized the anti lightening resistor for
the surge voltage from 1000 to 3000V.

P/N definition: SM - 1001 - F T 14
Type
Specification：A=2615,B=3816,C=4525,D=6327
Resistance code:5%-1%: 3 significant figures& multiplier
R100=0.1 1R00=1 1000=100 1001=1K
Resistance code:2%-5%: 2 significant figures & multiplier,
R10=0.1 1R0=1 100=10 101=100Ω , 102=1K.
It can be added a figure by request as same as 005, R0075, R012, etc.

Tolerance code: J=5%, H=3%, G=2%, F=1%,
D=0.5%

Packing: B = Bulk, T = Tape & Reel

T.C.R (leave blank if standard): 15 = 15ppm, 20=20ppm,

30=30ppm,50=50ppm, 101=100ppm, 201=200ppm, 301=300ppm

Power：2 figures，14presented 1/4W,12 presented 1/2W,10
presented 1W,20 presented2W

Performance General & customized Test condition(JIS C -5202)

Durability（Rated voltage） ±(5%+0.05Ω)
70±3°C,RCWV

for1000±48hrs,1.5hrs” ON”and
0.5hrs” OFF”

Durability(humidity loading） ±(5%+0.05Ω)
40±2°C、90-95%R.H, RCWV
for1000±48hrs,1.5hrs” ON”and

0.5hrs” OFF”

Insulation test 1000MΩ Apply 500V-1000V 1minute

Short time loading ±(2%+0.05Ω) RCWV *2.5 or Max,ovltage
whichever is lower for 5 seconds

General customized

R1-R24 300ppm 100, 200PPM
R1-R0

TCR= ——— × 106 (PPM/℃)

R0 (T1-T0)

（

(room temp 100°C 60 seconds）

R25-R49 300ppm 100,200PPM

R50-R99 200ppm 50, 100PPM

1R00-9R90 100ppm 15,20,30,50PPM

10 R-1.2KR 50ppm 15,20,30PPM

soderablity2 9 5% coverage
2

245±5℃ for 3 seconds

Rated operating temperature -55 to +175°C(+275° avail)

Available tolerance. 0 .5% to 5%

TYPE RATED
POWER

RESISTANCE
（ OR CUSTOMIZED）

DIMENSIONS Inch [mm]

L1 A B (Max) H K (Min) M W1 W2 L2

SM 2615 1/2W-1WS 0.22Ω - 50 Ω . 26±.02 [6.6 ±.5] . 220±.02
[5.6 ±0.5]. 0.157 [4.0] . 125±.01[3.2±.25] . 047 [1.2] . 040±.015 [1.0±.4] . 080 [2.0] . 080 [2.0] .160 [4.0]

SM 3816 1W-2WS 0.1Ω - 200 Ω . 400±.02 [9.6±.5] . 338±.02
[8.6 ±0.5]. 0.165 [4.2] . 138±.01[3.5±.25] . 07 [1.8] . 048±.015 [1.2±.4] . 120 [3.0] . 086 [2.2] .200 [5.2]

SM 4525 2W-3WS 0.1Ω - 1K Ω . 450±.02 [11.4
±.5]

. 401±.02
[10.2±0.5]. . 265 [6.5] . 18±.01 [4.6±.25] . 086 [2.2] . 078±.015 [2.0±.4] . 125 [3.2] . 100 [2.5] .275 [7.0]

SM 6327 3W-4WS 0.1Ω - 1.2KΩ . 625±.02
[15.9±.5]

. 578±.02
[14.7 ±0.5]. . 275 [7.0] . 25±.01 [6.4±.25] . 118 [3.0] . 078±.015 [2.0±.4] . 177 [4.5] . 120 [3.0] .345 [8.8]

Recommended sizes for pads

A
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Appendix
Temperature coefficient curve：

The definition of rated power is maximum consumption of the resistors under ambient
temperature at 70℃ . When the ambient temperature exceeds70℃, the consumption is
showing as below curve.

2. RATED VOLTAGE
Rated voltage is defined as the DC or AC voltage applied to the resistors with the

frequency of 50Hz or 60Hz. Calculating formula is as below.

V = √ P×R
V = RATED VOLTAGE
P = RATED POWER (WATTS)
R = NOMINAL RESISTANCE VALUE (OHM)

When the calculated rated voltage exceeds the Maximum usable voltage flue shown in
CHART,the Maximum usable voltage is defined as the voltage According to the power-
decreasing curve shown in CHART.

Packing：

TYPE SM2615 SM3816 SM4525 SM6327
QTY (tray/PCS) 2000 2000 1000 800
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